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Writing Part 1

You must answer this question. Write your answer in 220-260 words in an appropriate style.
                                                                                                                                                                                          

Your class has watched a documentary about the serious repercussions of obesity and the importance of fitness. 
You have made the notes below:

How we can keep fit and avoid obesity problems

• doing exercises
• attending seminars
• eating healthily

  Some opinions expressed in the documentary:

“physical activity prevents a lot of illnesses”

“becoming aware of the potential dangers of sedentary 
lifestyle will motivate us to take up a sport”

“avoiding junk food you can easily lose weight”                 

Write an essay discussing two of the areas in your notes. You should explain which one is the better way for 
people to be fit and healthy, giving reasons in support of your answer.

You may, if you wish, make use of the opinions expressed in the discussion, but you should use your own words 
as far as possible.
.............................
Answer -2

More and more people today experience weight problems. This can have negative consequences
both for their physical and psychological health. Fortunately, there are many ways to control weight
and keep fit.

To begin with, they can start exercising systematically. Taking up a sport will immediately reduce
their  weight as they will  burn a lot  of calories while practicing.  Needless to say that they will
socialize more actively and thus avoid comfort eating. Furthermore, if they join a gym they will get
professional guidance by qualified instructors who will guarantee their success.

Another effective way to lose weight and keep fit is to eat healthily. By that I mean avoiding junk
food which might be very convenient but it's full of fattening ingredients. Consuming junk food
deregulates their appetite and they get in a constant state of hunger. On the other hand, a balanced
diet regulates the feeling of hunger and keeps the body healthy.  In this way people enjoy their
regular meals and their good health.

All in all, I think that following a balanced diet is the more effective way to lose weight and keep
fit.  This is because it  is something you can do all the time without needing special  equipment,
instructors or time to devote. Eating healthily is a way of life.
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Assessment of answer -2

(+) clear structure 
(+) it covers the two points and it clearly states the better option 
(+) use of linkers  (+) more advanced linkers: eg. Another effective way... // Needless to say..
(+) right length 

(-) errors: 
               - they vs. you in the second paragraph
               - 'teachers' instead of instructors
(+) error free           

(-) simplistic vocabulary: 'problem', but', 'bad', 'good', 'fat', 'thin'
(+) extensive use of theme-related vocabulary: consequences, psychological, guidance, etc

(-) simplistic repetitive arguments: 'you feel good',   'you feel full',  'it's not easy'
(+) more complicated argumentation: 
          - you lose weight because you burn calories
          - junk food deregulates the appetite 

(-) lack of complex grammar structures: eg. a conditional sentence or a passive structure
(+) some more complex structures: eg.  if they join a gym they will get..

Remark: This answer manages to cross the C1 threshold. It's clear in structure, coherent in 
argumentation and uses a considerable range of more advanced vocabulary.

Score: 185


